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Clockwise from top, “It’s Getting Hot in Here,” by Lauren McCabe, 15, South Burlington; “Blue” by Sophia Guo, 13, Lexington, MA; “Autumn by the Water,” by
Quinn Sunderland, 15, Charlotte.

Bluebird song
I.
I wish I hadn’t been born in the
Age of Extinction,
I really don’t think my origami
heart was made for this,
This list of things that disappeared
into the folds long before I was 3,
4, 5,
How many last ones am I throwing
in the trash?
How many last ones am I scraping
on my tongue?
Where are the last papyrus makers
in Egypt?
Where are the last speakers of my
tongue?
II.
You didn’t know the spirits talk to
me,
But they do. You don’t know that
there is a ghost following me,
But there is. You ask me to define
immigrant for a prompt in our
English class
& I say someone who doesn’t need
an English class. You ask me
To define broken in our English
class & I say my butchered mother
tongue.
Then we go read an article about a
species we will never see,
A type of bluebird that I can’t
remember the Latin name of,
And that seems important,
because if I don’t remember the
bluebird,
Then who does? If the Library of
Alexandria hadn’t burned down,
Would I know another word for
bluebirds, now?
If I didn’t spend so much time
thinking about dead and dusty
things,
Would I know another word for a
lifetime, now?
Maybe the spirits know another
word for bluebird and that’s why
they keep showing up
In the reflection of my bathroom
mirror.
III.
There are bones underneath the
whole Earth
And yet we wonder why we are
cursed.
We put bones into our cars and we
wonder why we can’t breathe.
We put bones under our strip malls
and wonder why people disappear
into the trees.
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You tell me back in Ohio there
was a golf course built on a Native
American burial ground.
I tell you that no one remembers
what our traditional clothes look
like now but my grandmother.
I was not built for the Age of
Extinction.
I was not built for the Age of
Colonization &
Degradation &
Burned out forests &
Dying languages &
Dying people &
Dying bluebirds.
IV.
I am watching the birds drop out of
the sky
One by one by one.
I am watching the humans fall into
the sea
One by one by one.
I wish that the last dodo hadn’t
died long before I was born.
I wish there weren’t lists of all the
beautiful things
The light will never reflect off of
again.
My chest is filled with imaginary
butterflies
That disappear before they see the
light of the sun.
Our sky is filled with invisible
poison
That never seems to leave our
lungs.
V.
I wish I hadn’t been born in the
Age of Extinction.
I wish these syllables didn’t trip
clumsily off my tongue.
I wish the ghosts of dead things
would stop haunting my sleep.
I wish I didn’t have a list of all of
the things I’ll never see.
I wish every tendril of smoke didn’t
remind me of this song,
Another bluebird gone,
Another bluebird gone,
Another bluebird gone.
– NARGES ANZALI, 16,
WEYBRIDGE

The fireflies
The little boy I babysit
Says he’s never seen a firefly,
That they’re like dragons or
zombies or waltzing flowers
And only exist in dreams.
When I explain to him how fireflies
Flicker like old candles
He laughs his little head off
Before he falls asleep.
He will never be carried
By a father, after midnight,
Out to his backyard to see
The stars that came alive.
He will never wish to
Release one from a bottle
And let it flash goodbye
As he stands on moonlit grass.
The little boy has seen pictures
Of dried and preserved fireflies –
They’re labeled next to dinosaurs,
Of things he’ll never meet.
The little boy I babysit,
He won’t miss the fireflies,
Because he has only ever known
them
In the stories that I tell.
– ZOE BERNSTEIN, 16, JERICHO

The firsts and the lasts
When will the last owl fly
Calling out for why and who?
When will the last wolf howl
Up at a heavy silver moon?
When will the very last salmon
Swim upstream to spawn?
When will come the final sparrow?
Crow? Finch? Swan?
It’s going to be in my lifetime, I
fear,
Though I hate to make this about
me,
For really it’s about the birds and
trees and fish in the rising sea.
It’s about the lists we make, calling
them “endangered.”
When, of course, it’s our own fault,
and we were too slow to anger.
The human mind loves to
categorize,
Even as we drive them and us
extinct.
We won’t be the last, but we sure
are the first,
On our planet, to think and not
think.
– ROXANNE GLASSENBERG, 17,
BURLINGTON
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